
Evolving business models in a fast 
paced, digital environment: Citi 
ushers in a new, super global era
Steve Elms, Global Corporate, Commercial and Public Sector Sales, Head, Treasury and Trade 
Solutions [TTS], and Saurabh R Gupta, Global Sales Head, Healthcare, Consumer and Wellness 
Group, TTS, outline the evolution of the industry growth segments.
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Elms, shares “Our clients business models are evolving at pace, and as such continue to see more 
and more interconnectedness across industries. New consumers, new supply chains, new entrants 
are opening up and transforming the ecosystems in which our clients operate. As a truly global bank, 
Citi has a unique ability to advance the connectivity across these networks through end-to-end 
solutions across the value chains”. The ecosystems that are witnessing these transforming business 
models and digital disruption are behind our focus. Healthcare, Consumer & Wellness is one such 
high growth client ecosystem or supergroup.

In his new global role taking on responsibility for one of Citi’s new ‘supergroup’ sector combinations, 
Gupta shines a spotlight on the evolution of the healthcare, consumer and wellness [HCW] segments.  
Gupta is leading one new global super group sector for TTS that Citi has been integrated into their 
business model.

We hear about Gupta’s new HCW priorities, the bank’s work with their clients and their attention to 
new business models in our new, fast-paced, increasingly digital world.

There is a blurring of lines between industries within the technology, healthcare and consumer 
spaces.  Gupta illustrates this, “For example, if you look at the consumer space, more and more 
consumer products are being sold online, from Nike shoes all the way to Nespresso, proving that 
digital commerce in consumer businesses is a game changer.  There is a convergence of technology 
platforms and a huge convergence within healthcare and tech, as whichever part of the world you are 
in, you can access healthcare virtually.  Doctors are the same, the medicines and the treatments are 
probably evolving but are still the same and yet the interaction is happening on a technology platform 
now, even within the healthcare space and the focus of tech in healthcare is a key mission.”

From healthcare, to consumer, we moved on to the third pillar of Gupta’s new supergroup which is 
wellness.  So, what do we mean when we speak about wellness?  This catch-all industry title 
encompasses an enormous amount of economic activity.  Gupta outlines Citi’s approach to this 
industry sector, “Firstly, people are looking for protein alternatives, people are looking to have less of a 
carbon footprint, so this area of food and wellness falls closer to the Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) space.  Secondly, this space is really about healthy living, about our well-being, 
about how conscious you are in your own body and self”.

“This convergence and connectivity is really informing us that we need to run these segments 
collectively rather than independently.  Think pre-pandemic, people were looking at cure and 
prevention separately.  So, if someone has a disease and wants to access a cure, somebody who is 
more health conscious will look for prevention.  At Citi, we are focusing on growth segments which 
are global and are intrinsically inter-connected, with global supply chains attached to that 
convergence of prevention and cure.

Evolving business models

In practice Gupta explains, “Clients are organising themselves as one platform.  So the platform is the 
same, the client is actually offering a wellness product which is an organic, plant-based protein.  This 
is also helping the consumer arm, because then you eat healthier.  That then branches into healthcare, 
which could be about tracking if a person is eating less meat-based protein, more plant-based, what is 
their diabetic sugar level, what is their glucose level, what is the electrocardiogram (ECG) reading giving 
rise to new ecosystems?  Now a question for us is, ‘was this ecosystem there five or ten years ago?’ I 
think the answer is, it was always there.  This has indeed evolved and the pace of disruption has 
accelerated with lines being blurred that made it seem there was never any interaction between them.”
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Another big trend in our industry is the pace of metaverse adoption.  The metaverse in the future of retail 
is anticipated to drive digital commerce and increase the flow of consumer goods.  One is consumer 
brands selling non-fungible tokens (NFT) tokens and the other is healthcare, where you will have your 
digital twin (a digital version of yourself) and for example, while you are on a flight it would track what’s 
happening to your metabolism, your skin texture and your posture.  That data can determine what 
cosmetics are being offered and sold by the large cosmetic companies of this world, so I know I’m 
talking a little futuristically, but the future is very much here and now to a large extent.  We see this as the 
future of retail.”

Impact of the pandemic

As Gupta sees it, the main evolution is from niche businesses to sustainable large-scale businesses.  
“Let’s take the advent of Athleisure, which is a new business line of clothes, where people can mix 
work and play.  It was very niche and it was not something which would become a critical mass in five 
to ten years.” Essentially, the pandemic created the perfect environment for this sector to grow, both 
in the moment when people were working from home and needing apparel to take them on that 
hybrid journey, and into the future where business attire and leisure attire have merged, with no trace 
of separation.

Gupta continues with another example, “The other side of the story, which we probably should 
consider is, will some of this acceleration slow down, given everybody is now travelling?  In my view, 
there will be a consolidation in the market, that’s how progress happens.  Clearly the pandemic has 
been the catalyst to get to that scale superfast, it would have never happened otherwise and would 
have taken another decade or so.”

Future focused

As he takes up the mantle of this newly created global position, Gupta shares his ambitions for Citi’s 
clients, “Our ambition is simple yet may seem very bold.  What I want to do in this role is to put our 
clients’ transformation at the centre of our own transformation.” Citi’s differentiator in the market has 
focused on its mutual evolution alongside its clients.  As clients moved their treasuries to build shared 
service centres which became global or started procurement efficiencies, they have in turn, evolved.  
They will continue in this vein says Gupta, “Over the next few years, we want to be in line with the 
commercial organisations.  In order to do this, we have to build our armoury of solutions and within 
the next year, we will be investing around one billion dollars in our technology budget1.  Secondly, we 
aim to transform with the clients’ commercial organisation because that’s where most changes 
are happening.”

The banking industry goes through a process of changes around every three to five years as Gupta 
sees it and he is excited to face this transformational challenge.  Digital transformation continues to 
sweep across the banking and payments industry.  Innovative thought leadership partnerships 
complemented with our global network have enabled a sustained digital client engagement providing 
clients with new, fresh insights and to accompany them on their global growth journeys.  Solution 
differentiators include Citi global instant payments that is available in over 60 countries, allowing clients 
to access the solution via a single API; cross-border payments into digital wallets which offers clients 
in over 100 countries near-instant deliver of funds and the Sustainable Trade and Working Capital 
Loans solution available to clients in 80 countries.
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As he puts it, when it comes to industry changes, “Rather than be disrupted, we disrupt together with 
it.”  With this transformation comes an evolution in the kind of talent that Citi is hiring into these new 
supergroups both internally and externally, says Gupta, ‘We need catalysts internally and externally.  
I’m a perfect example in that I’ve been hired to do this job internally, but we also added to our bench 
strength from across our Institutional Clients Group (ICG) franchise with colleagues experienced in 
covering healthcare, consumer, and wellness groups, from senior MDs to directors, across all levels.  
These people have just come on board and our activity levels are increasing in pace.”

Challenging the status quo

As Citi challenges its norms across the board, one of the things they are focusing on within the 
healthcare, consumer and wellness supergroup is to work with fintechs who are operating within 
these spaces.  As this collaborative energy combines with a new wave of talent and of mindsets 
coming together, it is something of a landmark moment for the global bank.  As Gupta says, “I feel 
confident that together we are on the right track, and we have to stay laser focused on our execution 
for the foreseeable future.”

A new era

There is an enormous amount of energy around this new era for Citi.  As Gupta describes it, “It’s like a 
relay race.  A commercial banker onboards new names at a nascent stage of the evolution of a client 
and the TTS journey starts here.  They mature and go to the corporate banker.  In TTS, we’re 
organising ourselves horizontally, covering commercial banking and corporate banking.  The biggest 
change today is that we are focused on taking care of a healthcare technology client as they evolve 
from a commercial to a large corporate client of ours.  As they grow as a corporate, the TTS platform 
that we offer remains the same, so the client doesn’t feel that there are changes, it is just that their 
scale is growing.  This evolution is what I call the ‘horizontal part’ of TTS.  This cuts across both 
commercial and corporate and is the business evolution journey.  I believe the continuity of that client 
relationship has a lot of value because that builds confidence and the long-lasting relationships.”
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Disclaimer
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc.  and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice.  Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used or relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the “promotion or marketing” of any transaction 
contemplated hereby (“Transaction”).  Accordingly, you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

This communication is provided for informational purposes only and may not represent the views or opinions of Citigroup Inc.  or its affiliates (collectively, “Citi”), employees or officers.  
The information contained herein does not constitute and shall not be construed to constitute legal, investment, tax and/or accounting advice by Citi.  Citi makes no representation as to 
the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of such information.  This communication and any documents provided pursuant hereto should not be used or relied upon by any person/
entity (i) for the purpose of making regulatory decisions or (ii) to provide regulatory advice to another person/entity based on matter(s) discussed herein.  Recipients of this 
communication should obtain guidance and/or advice, based on their own particular circumstances, from their own legal, investment, tax or accounting advisor.

Any terms set forth herein are intended for discussion purposes only and are subject to the final terms as set forth in separate definitive written agreements.  This presentation is not a 
commitment or firm offer and does not obligate us to enter into such a commitment, nor are we acting as a fiduciary to you.  By accepting this presentation, subject to applicable law or 
regulation, you agree to keep confidential the information contained herein and the existence of and proposed terms for any Transaction.

We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies each entity that enters into a formal business relationship with us.  We will ask for your complete name, 
street address, and taxpayer ID number.  We may also request corporate formation documents, or other forms of identification, to verify information provided.

Certain Services and/or products mentioned in this communication may contain provisions that refer to a reference or benchmark rate which may change, ceases to be published or be 
in customary market usage, become unavailable, have its use restricted and/or be calculated in a different way.  As a result, those reference or benchmark rates that are the subject of 
such changes may cease to be appropriate for the services and/or products mentioned in this communication.  We encourage you to keep up to date with the latest industry 
developments in relation to benchmark transitioning and to consider its impact on your business.  You should consider, and continue to keep under review, the potential impact of 
benchmark transitioning on any existing services and/or product you may have with Citi, or any new services (you avail) and/or product you enter into with Citi.  Citi does not provide 
advice, or recommendations on the suitability of your service and/or product choice including with respect to any benchmark transitioning on any existing service and/or product you 
have with Citi.  You should obtain professional independent advice (tax, accounting, regulatory, legal, financial or otherwise) in respect of the suitability of your service and/or products in 
light of benchmark transitioning as you consider necessary.

© 2022 Citibank, N.A.  All rights reserved.  Citi, Citi and Arc Design and other marks used herein are service marks of Citigroup Inc.  or its affiliates, used and registered throughout 
the world.

© 2022 Citibank, N.A., organized under the laws of U.S.A.  with limited liability.
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